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appeared. All in all, this was a great education for us, and a hopeful one as well, 
because of the diverse efforts under way by critical teachers. We thank the edu
cators in this book who experimented and tested limits in these hard times for 
teachers and students. We also thank Lisa Luedeke of Heinemann for her wise 
help in bringing this material to print and Vicki Kasabian for her careful super
vision of production. 
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What Is Critical Literacy? 
Ira Shor 

We are what we say and do. The ways we speak and are spoken to help shape 
us into the people we become. Through speech and other actions, we build our
selves in a world that is building us. We can remake ourselves and society, if 
'.ve choose, through alternative words and dissident projects. This is where crit
!eal literacy begins-words that question a world not yet finished or humane. 

Critical literacy thus challenges the status quo in an effort to discover al
ternative paths for social and self-development. This kind of literacy-words 
.rethinking worlds, self dissenting in society-connects the political and the 
~onal, the public and the private, the global and the local, the economic and 
!1be pedagogical, for reinventing our lives and for promoting justice in place of 
mequity. Critical literacy, thel1....is an attitude toward histo[)lJ.hfiL&ee.danguage __ 
tl!S sym.!>.61ic action, as Kenneth Burke (1281) might haves.!!i.gj~_dr~am_()fil_ 
lliiI!w society against the power now in pow~ as P..a.!!l()Ereire~()p_()~eQi§hor 
~reire 1987); ~ insurreCtiOn-or subjugated knowl~~_g§j!Lthf,Lid~asoL 
:1!~!ichel F~tlcau1t (128Jll:; a counterht!~tuQnic_struC1;)JJ_e_Q[feeling.-aS-Raymond--, 
'iC®1IDlS (l9JJ.ltheori:?ed; :l Illulticul!~alre~i~taIl(;e iIly~nted.Q!1Jh~J:)grcl£~s_ 
;gf identities, as Gloria Anzaldua (1990) imagined; orlanguageuseda.gainst 
.\\fMIDg unexcepiiona~~)nto~-9uo~as-Adrienn~ fu(;h'( 1(79)d~cl'!fe.(:L 

.. --From this perSpecti~e, literacy lsunde~stoOd'as-so~ial actiOntlrrough lan

:~~~e use that develops us inside a larger culture, while critical literacy is u.n-'~ 
~ood as "learning to read and write as part of the process of becoming con * 
~-jer!lS of one's experience as historically constructed within specific pow.er) \ 
""'''~''!;'iOOS'' (Anderson and Irvine 1993, 82). Consequently, my opening ques

"Chat is critical literacy? leads me to ask, How have we been shaped by 
'!i!<uros we use and encounter? If language helps make us, how can we use 
i!l:!aCh oppositional discourse so as to remake ourselves and our culture? 
Th"CSe questions on reconstructing self in society invite each of us to ex

:JIlilI"~ om- own development, to reveal the subjective position from which we 
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make sense of the world. All of us emerge from local cultures set in global con
texts where language from multiple sources shapes us. In my case, until I left 
home for an elite university in 1962, I grew up in a Jewish working-class neigh
borhood in the South Bronx of New York City. In this treeless, teeming area, 
moms and dads held steady jobs but always spoke of needing money; chimneys 
coughed out toxic garbage smoke daily, yet no one imagined stopping it; abun
dant ethnic foods with names like kishke and kugel were occasions for pas
sionate conviviality in kitchens filled with talk and stories; Eastern European 
accents were common and sometimes ridiculed, while non-Standard English 
was typical even among the native-born; televisions were always on and news
papers were delivered daily to our doors, teaching us a version of the world be
yond the neighborhood; and the N-word was spoken casually on gray blocks 
where only whites lived and only whites operated the small stores, except for 
one Asian family that slept and cooked in the back of the Chinese laundry run 

a mom and a dad who spoke little English, unlike the African Americans I 
heard who had lots of English but no stores. 

In that alleged Golden Age, black families and their own English were 
nW.T<>lnrly,,,,,r! across the Bronx River Parkway in a housing project built in 1953 

with a junior high that straddled the racial border and became a home to 
gangs divided by color and ethnicity. My first September day there in 1957 was 
memorable for a noisy knife fight at dismissal time. During the next two years, 
I never went to the bathroom in that building. This was a preview of the com

attraction-the even more aggressive senior high nearby, which could have 
been the set for Blackboard Jungle, a famous urban flick at the time. 

Like many American places then and now across the country, these gritty 
streets were a suburb of Hollywood. We kids went weekly to the local Skouras 
movie house under the roaring Pelham Bay el, paid forty cents to see a John 
Wayne cowboy or war saga along with twenty cartoons, and devoured teeth
destroying candy, like a chocolate treat we called "nigger babies." It was a time 
when John D. Rockefeller's grandson Nelson first ran for governor of New 
York, and my young ears noticed a change in one of my favorite jingles: Chock 
Full 0' Nuts, the heavenly coffee, stopped saying that "better coffee Rocke
feller's money can't buy" and suddenly crooned that "better coffee a million
aire's money can't buy." Could such a change help the famous grandson get 
elected? Were words that important? 

Rockefeller took the State House in Albany while I was afraid to use the 
toilet in junior high, but before I got to that gang-divided school and the accel
erated "special progress" class reserved for me and some white kids, I patiently 
made my way up the "one" track in my all-white elementary school (1-1, 2-1, 
3-1,4-1, etc.) set aside for supposedly "smart" kids who were being divided 
from their "ordinary" peers very early in life. I soon learned that a handful of 
selected white working-class kids were supposed to leave the others behind, 
which I did with the push of my mother, who insisted I stop cursing like my 
friends and speak proper English ("he doesn't," not "he don't"). 

What Is Critical Literacy? :; 

Racially, in the desegregated 1950s, my elementary school changed ever 
so slightly when a single, perfect black girl mysteriously appeared-Olivia 
was her name. One day, our third-grade teacher asked us how many of our fa
thers went to work in suits and ties. Few hands went up, not mine or Olivia's. 
The teacher's question confused and embarrassed me because my dad-a 
sheet-metal worker and high-school dropout-wore his only suit for special 
occasions, perhaps as did Olivia's father. In my neighborhood, suits were for 
bar mitzvahs, weddings, funerals, lodge gatherings, or union The 
teacher's question that morning invited me to be ashamed of my family and our 
clothes, which, like our thick accents and bad table manners, marked us as so-

inferior, despite the white skin that gave us some decisive privileges over 
Olivia's family, such as my dad's union wages, apartments on the "better" side 
of the Parkway, segregated classes for us white kids in junior high (internal 
tracking), and moms who could hire black cleaning ladies on Saturdays while 

went off to the local beauty parlors to get a perm. 
Perms were a small weekly lUXUry in this neighborhood, where suits, 

"'proper" English, and good table manners were rare. Still, I did see in those 
a grown-up wearing a tie and jacket to work-the elementary school prin

cipal. One morning, this suit called me to his office to let me know he was 
""i1l.11l111~ the little school newspaper I had started with my best friend, Barry. 
We called it "The Spirit of '93" to play on "the spirit of '76" we had read about 
mthe American Revolution unit in class, and to honor our public school that 
had a number but no name. When the principal abruptly ended our literate ven
1r!:!re, I learned that eleven-year-olds in our democracy can't publish a paper 
'IlIithout prior official approval. The suit's word was power and law. Our kid's 
'lli'ord vanished. 

Thirty years later, unfortunately, the Supreme Court's Hazelwood decision 
confirmed the right of pUblic schools to censor sponsored student publications. 
~[ore recently, my memory of childhood censorship was stirred when a New 

principal stopped my colleague Maria Sweeney's class from performing 
1:15 original anti sweatshop play (Nieves 1997; Karp 1997/1998). The suit this 
time was worn by a female who suggested that fifth graders can't really under
send such issues as sweatshops, and besides, the kids weren't being fair to 
N"'ike and Disney. Maria, with some parents and theatre people, stood by the 
eleven-year-olds and their script, which the kids eventually performed onstage 

Manhattan, so there was a happy ending to this story. 
I could have used Maria Sweeney and activist parents in the '50s. Students 
ages need adult coalitions to help them win language rights to free speech 

aJ!llld to social criticism (the presidents at two City University of New York 
e.::!i!!Ilpuses recently nullifed student government elections when dissident slates 

Adult support can keep restrictive authorities at bay, not only when a 
::::!k,",=r!lm~'" cause celebre erupts like the sweatshop play, but also for the low

everyday forms of silencing that researchers like John Goodlad (1984) 
~ficheneFine (1987,1993) found in mass schooling. Administrative rule 
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I making and top-down curricula mean that authority is unilateral, not demo' cratic, featuring standardized tests, commercial textbooks, mandated syllabi, 

l one-way teacher talk, and fill-in-the-blank exams. As teachers well know, si
lenced students find ways to make lots of noise, in the unofficial spaces ofhalls, 
toilets, lunchrooms, yards, and streets, as well as during class when teachers 
attempt their lesson plans (a resistance called "underlife" by Robert Brooke 
[1987] and "infrapolitics" by James Scott [1990]). At many sites of mass edu
cation including public colleges, a culture war of discourses is apparently un
der way. In wars of words, can language and literacy be innocent? Can educa
tion be neutral? 

Innocent or Neutral? Literacy and Pedagogy 
If language and education were innocent or neutral, I suppose my school prin
cipal would have allowed the "Spirit of '93" to circulate in the building. (Why 
didn't he campaign against the circulation of the N-word among us kids and our 
parents?) If words and schooling were unpolitical, I suppose Maria's class 
would have been able to perform its sweatshop play for classes at their Jersey 
school instead of crossing the Hudson River to do an exile gig. (Why didn't 
their principal support the campaign against sweatshop apparel instead of de
claring the students unfair to corporate America?) All in all, if words in class
rooms were in fact nonpartisan, this nation's schools and colleges would not 
display the conflicted histories recorded by various scholars (Ravitch 1974, 
1983; Karabel and Brint 1989; Dougherty 1994; Tyack and Cuban 1995; 
Berliner and Biddle 1995). Consider, for example, the case of the Boston au
thorities in 1826, who decided to open an all-girls high school to match the all
boys one started a few years earlier. So many girls applied that the Brahmin 
city fathers chose to kill the project rather than to meet the demand for female 
equality. For the time being, patriarchy was protected. Ifeducation were indeed 
neutral, boys and girls of all colors and classes would have had equal access 
as well as equal monies invested in their development, something this demo
cratic nation never provided and still doesn't ("Quality Counts" 1998,20-:-21, 
54). Racially, in fact, schools have become resegregated since the 1954 deci
sion, according to recent studies (Orfield 1993; Orfield and Easton 1996; 
Orfield et al. 

While segregation and unequal funding remain fixtures in Americanedu
cation, inequality rules daily life as well. For example, the Hunger Action Net
work, the Department of Agriculture, and the Food First group estimate that 
five million senior citizens and more than four million children go to bed hun
gry every day in this food-rich country (Sarasohn 1997; Lieberman 1998). Can 
anyone doubt that hungry students are at a disadvantage in the classroom? The 
response of a humane society would be to simply feed everyone with the vast 
food surplus already available, but distribution in a market-driven society is 
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based on income, not need. On June 25, 1998, Marketplace on National Public 
Radio reported a "problem" for farmers in the Northwest: "too much wheat and 
too few customers." ~~parating hunET.Y kids from~ntiful 
food includes a bizarre attempt during the Reagan administration to declare 
~~~Y~ii~~¥ o~~~<i~~£ijJ![~iTa~s-:- You don't need-
a Ph.D. to know that ketchup is a condiment and not a vegetable, but such J( 
rhetorical maneuv~rs mark conservative poli~~ recent decades (Bracey 
1995). ~liiefacy~Is foO(rroI!!f~ff?~ll~gj(symboli~..l1g11ris~~fl!!!2~_. 
not real calories. In this wealthy society, as General Electric reports a record * 
$8.2 billion profit (Smart 1998) and General Motors sits on $14 billion in cash #
(Moody 1998), should it be necessary to say that real food must be guaranteed 
each child to support her or his academic learning? 

Food-rich America has the highest child poverty rate in the industrialized 
world: 20.8 percent (Bureau of the Census 1997, Table 739). Black and 
Hispanic kids are more than twice as likely to live in poverty as are white kids 
(Bureau of the Census 1997, Table 737). Conversely, in a high-teCh age, white 
students are three times more likely to have computers at home than are black 
or Hispanic youth ("Technology Counts" 1997, 8, 10; Zehr 1998). A child 
whose parents earn $70,000 or more (top quartile) has an 80 percent chance to 
graduate college by age twenty-four while a child whose family earns $22,000 
or less (bottom quartile) has about an 8 percent chance (Mortenson 1995; 
Viadero 1998). White median family income is about $41,000, which is re
markablyhigher than that of blacks ($24,698) or Hispanics ($24,318), indicat

that white supremacy is still firmly in the saddle (Bureau of the Census 
1997, Table 727). Education and literacy are situated in these larger conditio~s, 
where the economy is the "decisi~'faciorii1ftuencirig schoof polICY and out~--
romeJ~~1~l!Qj~~gi~i!i:QATii~~lf2~]J~~ggii~~~~go._ -
-'~The good news is that from the 1970s to mid-1980s, black students 
Sllbstantially narrowed test score gaps between them and their white peers 
JlDepartment of Education 1997, Table 128; Williams and Ceci 1997). The bad 
il!1!CwS is that these gains slowed or stopped by the 1990s, as economic and edu
cational policies increasing inequality gained momentum ("Quality Counts" 
~998, 10-13). Further, black unemployment has remained about twice the 
tiiilite rate, virtually unchanged through boom and bust periods (Bureau of the 
unsus 1997, Table 656), despite the black achievement of near-parity with 
tiiilites in average levels of education (Department ofEducation 1997, Table 8). 
Similarly, the income advantage of white families over minority households 
ii!!:entioned above has also remained steady during this recent period of im

nonwhite educational achievement (Henwood 1997). Additionally, in 
llruigber education, black and Hispanic graduation rates severely lag behind white 
:>a.>dent rates despite a notable narrowing of the racial gap in high school com

and test scores (Gose 1998). Further, in higher education, only 3 per
cent of full professors are black and only 2 percent of all facuIty are Hispanic 
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(Schneider 1998a). While the racial gap in wages has not narrowed, inner cities 
have become more segregated and minority families there more impoverished 
and isolated ("Quality Counts" 1998, 14-15; Anyon 1998). 

Like black students' (stalled) test score gains, females made historic ad
vances in college attendance and degrees, yet have not been able to translate 
their higher credentials into wage parity. As the Department of Education 
(1997) noted, "despite large gains in educational attainment and labor force 
participation, significant differences in earnings persist between females and 
males, even at similar levels of education" (18). Female high school grads earn 
about a third less than male grads the same age; female college grads earn 
about 80 percent of what their male counterparts receive. Further, few women 
are getting Ph.D.s in the high-paying fields of science and technology still 
dominated by white men, who also continue to dominate the high-salaried pro
fessions of medicine and law. Instead, women collect in low-wage doctorates 
and "helping" professions such as education, social work, and library science 
(DepartrnentofEducation 1997, Tables 272, 299-304). Finally, women hold 
only 18 percent of high-wage full professorships but about 70 percent of low
salary schoolteacher jobs (Schneider 1998a). 

Besides the race and gender divides, mass education continues to have 
widening gaps between social classes (Hershey 1996; Perez-Pen a 1997). 
People of all colors and genders have gained more educational credentials 
every decade, yet the bottom 80 percent of wage earners saw no growth in their 
share of national income since the 1970s, while the top 20 percent took home 
higher wages (Holmes 1996; "Wealthiest Americans" 1997). In a single year, 
1996-1997, the number of billionaires in the United States increased from 135 
to 170, according to Forbes magazine's annual report on the richest Americans 
(Sklar and Collins 1997). The top 1 percent now control about 40 percent of the 
country's wealth, the highest percentage in our history even though high-school 
diplomas and college degrees are more widely distributed today than ever 
(Boutwell 1997). What Lester Faigley (1997) called "the revolution of the rich" 
means that class inequity is growing, not declining, at a moment when mass 
education is at its greatest reach. 

Such inequities in school and society have been constant sources of cri
tique as well as conflict. For example, Christopher Jencks (1972) concluded in 
a landmark study that progress toward equality would occur at the speed of 
glaciers (his metaphor) if we depended on education to level disparities. What 
would move equality faster? Jencks proposed reducing wage differences and 
rotating jobs within occupations to give all people access to all competencies 
in a field or industry. An income/employment policy plus progressive taxation 
to redistribute wealth would be far swifter equity mechanisms than mass 
education, he argued, because they would directly create more wages from the 
bottom up. Shortly after Jencks proposed changing the economic system to 
achieve equities impossible from school refonn, Bowles and Gintis (1976) 
agreed in their own monumental study that "Education ov~r the ~~_.l.11lSI}~Y~L 
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been a 20tent force for economic eq!!alitb_._. ~.cho()I§JQster tYl2es of personal_ 
~evelopment::~~g~ti~~,:vit!! th~ re~,!ggnshiJl~9i9.Q1!lil}~!!,9.~.~~.i~a,:y_ 
!~Jh~~QJJgm!p,.§pb~::' (8, 11). Several decades later, as I write, Jencks' orig
inal analysis still holds, I would argue, insofar as economic inequality is the 
primary problem needing change to build community foundations for school 
achievement (Anyon 1998; Mickelson and Smith 1998). 

All in all, perhaps these are a few good reasons to question the status 
quo, including the myth of education as a "great equalizer," Horace Mann's 
hope, which I discuss further shortly. Critical literacy~eda£9gy.~ 
teachers and ~~2£.n~!!!gJ~lli__C!i§.tl}J!>_e;,!L~_I:lJ;w~~§'~llge,jll~g"l!?lili~~,,::.~, .. 
.Jon!,~Q.wl~(l95JJ.J..D_amedJhem",fo.tJ;MS.!<~~hQ~,~!§h.. !~L~~t_'l&.ai2.§,!,!p~"Yig;;,." 
~~~e.sll:iClg;~~~u!:Il<;[9~~~,r."."" 

"'Literacy for Equity: 

Transforming Words in the World 


hl many ways, the project of critical literacy fits the savage and hopeful time in 

which it emerged. In recent decades, America has been moving left and right 

at the same time, though not in the same way or at the same speed, I would say. 

hl this long period of polarization, when the liberal "center" declined dramati

cally, Democrats and Republicans virtually fused on the right. Humane hope 

.aas resided in challenges to inequality made on various fronts of the left 

..:=hallenges that have been met by powerful reactionary efforts to maintain tra

dition and privilege (Faludi 1991; Ingalls 1998; Morris 1998; Shepard 1998). 

To state the obvious, the past thirty years have witnessed intense culture wars 

mschool and society over gender, race, class, and sexual preference. Since 
* 1960s, these culture wars-a long-term questioning of the unequal status 

disturbed traditional language arts (phonics and grammar 
mainstream discourse (such as the practice of only using the masculine 


j!i!UIloun he to refer to people in general). In response to egalitarian pressures 

irom below, "political correctness" charges, and other conservative education 

·li:lro'lectS have attempted to turn back the clock through various mechanisms: 

eareer education, back-to-basics, the literacy crisis, steep tuition increases, 


sector budget cuts, increased testing at all levels, restrictions on open 
to higher education, "cultural literacy" proposals steeped in~oEe1J!p£ 

and didactic lecturing (Hirsch 1987, 1989; Hirsch, Kett, and TrefiI1988), 
. .. arguments justifying the subordination of minorities (Herrn

and Murray 1994; Gould 1995; Williams and Ceci 1997). This coun
>l:!Xlttensave to defend the status quo, which I call "the conservative restora

against the democratic opening of the 1960s (see Shor 1992a), included 
"~I!p()rat:e conglomeration of the mass media as well as high-profile attempts to 
;!ll!l!ttZle criticism, such as progressive Jim Hightower's removal from national 

radio; Time magazine's refusal to run essays on welfare reform, militarism, 

J 
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and the death penalty by its own columnist Barbara Ehrenreich; Oprah Winfrey's 
famous "free speech" beef case in Texas; and the industry lawsuit against Cor
nell researcher Professor Kate Bronfenbrenner, who publicly criticized labor
law violations of Beverly Enterprises, a health-care provider. The broad de
fense of the status quo also brought attacks on affirmative action, which had 
begun in earnest with the 1978 Bakke case in California (see Sandman [1998] 
and Hill [1997] for more recent events); on welfare, best epitomized by the 
punitive W-2 program in Wisconsin and cheap-labor "workfare" in New York 
(see Coniff [1998] on the "mirage" of welfare reform and Gordon [1994] on 
"how welfare became a dirty word"); on labor unions, such as the 1998 corpo
rate attempt to end labor financing of political campaigns through Proposition 
226 in California; on abortion rights, such as restrictive access sanctioned by 
the Supreme Court and vandalism, murders, and bombings; on school-equity, 
including the refusal of states like New Jersey and Texas to equalize student 
funding despite three decades oflawsuits and one court order after another; and 
on gay rights, like the banning of the Indigo Girls from some high~school con
certs because oftheir lesbian identification (Strauss 1998) and the attempt to 
drive Terrence McNally's new play Corpus Christi out of the Manhattan The
ater Club (Blumenthal 1998). 

In this embattled period, when the status quo mobilized to defend tradi
tion, hierarchy, and the market system, culture wars have been particularly 

, sharp in the field of English. Consider the bitter conflict fought by Linda 
( Brodkey (1996) at Austin when she tried to redesign freshman comp with 
1 diversity issues; Maxine Hairston's (l992a) denunciation of critical theorists 
\ in composition and the responses it provoked; the growing dispute between 
'\', entrenched literary study and subordinated writing instruction (the "comp-lit 

split" [Schneider 1998b]); the rescue of the SAT as a tool for measuring liter
acy despite twenty years of criticism against its cultural bias (Weissglass 1998); 
and the long-term contention between phonics and, whole language (Daniels, 
Zemelman, and Bikar 1998). 

The specific area of culture war relevant to this book involves literacy and 
pedagogy in the field of writing instruction. The papers in this volume ask, 
What methods help develop students as critically thinking citizens who use lan
guage to question knowledge, experience, and power in society? This social 
context for education joins a long discussion dating back to John Dewey and in 
some ways to Horace Mann before him. ' 

(Briefly) Looking Back: Reform and Reformers 
In the year John Dewey was born in Vermont-1859-an ailing sixty-three
year-old Horace Mann delivered his final commencement address as president 
of Antioch, which he had helped found six years earlier as the first coed college 
in the country. It also admitted blacks as well as whites, though Oberlin broke 
the race barrier a decade before. Mann, known as the Father of the Common 
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School for his prodigious efforts to set up free public schooling in Massachu
setts from I g37 to 1849, had helped rescue Antioch from near bankruptcy soon 
after it opened (Williams 1937). Now, on a June day in Ohio, he ended his last 
address with an extraordinary challenge to students, "Be ashamed to die until 
},2!!Jlii'y~,!Y.Qn.sP}l!~".,yj9.!2~X=f2,r,~h!!m1mity:,:' A zealous ;;;iormer, he~uccumb~r 
to illness that August, ending a controversial career primarily devoted to mass 

education, ~~"..!:2£~~~_~.Tl".£~.~z;,.':Y9.uJ~UQ!Y,~J~I~~ATl~".s!~"~~~~~~!5>r.t~~n." 
~.mQ:;,£!::!.1!HO;:,.~rls~. If education remained private, Mann thought, 
"Intellectual castes would inevitably be followed by castes in privilege, in 
honor, in property" (188). 

Dewey, more secular than Mann, argued in Democracy and Education 
([1916] 1966) that the curricular split between elite and mass education was 
passed down from the class divisions of ancient Greece, where leisured rulers 
could study philosophy and evade useful labor, supported by the majority who 
were marked inferior precisely because they worked with their hands. A class
based curriculum deemed subject matters dealing with utility and labor lesser 
man those relating to philosophy. ~~:\:: thus saw the new m!l~~lum".9!_ 
!!.iL~n,JJmJ'~""(tb~".t,hr~~,R~,,.!!m;Lj.QJur~.tning)-A~riYilJ.g,JrQm_..e.!!ci~!}L£l~~~J_~~ 
s~j!!,~§,!,~!!~r,~..,th~. s.tl.ldY.Qt1!Q§Jm9jJ!,~!~L?!t~}_~m.!l1.~_~ a !~i,s,~~~c}~~_~J~E~vi::_ 
lege" while basic ..skillsal1Q, Q££llP.ati2.~~lj~E:,~~!:~u:~lf!g~t4.~9~()c:i.~ty,:~s.Il.i2or~._ 
ilinates: 
''''''''C'$,~"''''''''--' i? 

The idea still prevails that a truly cultural or liberal education cannot have 
anything in common, directly at least, with industrial affairs, and that the ed
ucation which is fit for the masses' must be a useful or practical education in 
a sense which opposes useful and practical to nurture of appreciation and lib
eration of thought ... The notion that the "essentials" of elementary educa
tion are the three Rs mefhanically treated, is based upon ignorance of the es
sentials needed for realization of democratic ideals. (257, 192) 
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as a thing by itself," Dewey proposed in The School and Society ([1900] 
1971c). To him, children are born language users, naturally and eagerly talking 
about the things they do and are interested in. He continued, 

But when there are no vital interests appealed to in the school, when language 
is used simplyfor the repetition of lessons, it is not surprising that one of the 
chief difficulties of school work has come to be instruction in the mother
tongue. Since the language taught is unnatural, not growing out of the real de
sire to communicate vital impressions and convictions, the freedom of chil
dren in its use gradually disappears. (55-56) 

With vital interests disconnected from classroom discourse, the students lose 
touch with the purpose of human communication. When they lose touch with 
purpose in speaking or writing, they struggle to mobilize their inherent lan
guage competencies. They lose their articulateness along with their motivation, 
Dewey suggested, compelling the teacher "to invent all kinds of devices to as
sist in getting any spontaneous and full use of speech" (56). 

Dewey's hundred-year-old observations remain relevant today for the on
going campaign against drilling in grammar and rhetorical forms (like com
parison and contrast, deSCription, narration, and so on), and against "cultural 
literacy" transmission models that E. D. Hirsch has promoted (see also Stunkel 
[1998] for a traditional defense of "the lecture"). Since the 1 960s, dialogic and 
student-centered methods from expressivist, feminist, and other critical teach
ers have fore grounded the personal and the social as the subject matters Dewey 
called for in his reference to "vital impressions and convictions." The remark
able growth of composition studies in the last few decades has led to substan
tial alternatives to skill drills, such as writing across the curriculum, ethnogra
phy as syllabus, writing process methods, service learning, journal writing, 
community literacy approaches, literacy narratives, mainstreaming basic writ
ers, portfolio assessment, and collaborative learning, with many classrooms 
redesigned as writing workshops. These forward-looking developments in lan
guage arts coexist with the regresSive dominance of grammar books aiid~rk:..

-7( 	 "iiPoks, and the rise of more standarcl~ testing and more manda~~~UabLm 
public schools, as well as the greater exploi..tatinn.J:lLa.dj.u,ruj; teachers in higbee 
ed~(Shor 1997). Top-down authority in school and society has aggres
sively reasserted itself against bottom-up efforts for democratic language arts. 

l
In this conflicted milieu, recent developments include the emergence of 

. critical literacy as one approach to pedagogy and language use. Critical liter
acy can be thought of as a social practice in itself and as a tool for the study of 
other social practices. That is, critical literacy is reflective and reflexive: Lan
guage use and education are social practices used to critically study all social 
practices including the social practices of language use and education. Glob
ally, this literate practice situates discourse in the larger cultural context of any 

( :~~Cific situation. "Only as we interpret school activities with reference to the 
~er circle of social activities to which they relate do we find any standard for 
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judging their moral significance," Dewey wrote ([1909] 1975, 13). Oriented 
toward self in social context, ~ritical litera£.Y.i!1~olv~9.~gjQI!ing recf:iy~ 

~owle~~~~nd im~~l.~!~~:ience~~~~~.!.>~pa~.2f£h.!!L~.!,l~ll!.Kl.I}~S1!?U!y. 
and d~y£<.lQping..a1.1.{l£!!yist_citize.ru;¥- The two foundational thinkers in this 
;re;are certainly Dewey and Freire, but the work of Lev Vygotsky is also cen
tral. Some contemporary critical educators have made exceptional contribu
tions: theorists and practitioners likeElsa Auerba£!1J~ln, Bill BigelllW,. 
P.a:!r.!~i~tJ3jg~_II,<g~.pJ}~l1,,12I.:QQJ}fi~ld,.. Liiigli,...<:::ly::j~tensen,.lim...Cll~QlIDi!l;"'~i!!L 
Elsasser, Marilyn Frankenstein, 1vI0acir Gad()tti, Henry Giroux, Patricia Irvine, 
Qonaid~L~j~~~§;:::fi!~EM!£~~}~i~~.Mq~~~,&~h~~d~QhrR@n, ·B~k··~et~~~,. 
~<;!!1,:~~Etl111r .r£~~t,J)e~I;R()Q~rts,RQg~rS;im()n,andNi9-.aJ¥an~rst.ein;.terIli~ n 

I!!!ItslikeCJlI.menLuk5!,Jennifer.Gore,... aI!dKa!hl~en,Yfeiler;. and multicultur
alists like AI!I1<;.Flol Ada,}irrl Banks, AntoniaParder,peborah Menkar:!",Sonia 
Nieto, Nan;YSchni~~"'i~d,'~lu:i~ti~~ ~le~t~r:~~,~Cwlos_Torn~s,~ .... ,"'" 
v"'Thediverse-paths tocriticallite~acy represent it as a discour;e and peda
gogy that can be configured in feminist, multicultural, queer, and neo-Marxist 
approaches. As mentioned earlier, it invites ~dents an.d teachers to C0I!~it~L 
(lP!i.QJl~<1<L.6!11!!~,qlJ..i.~.nyj!11Q.Jhj;LW~y..thjngs_are. Disturbing the status quo is 
certainly not easy, transparent, or risk-free-for example, try questioning 
Nike's use of sweatshop labor to students who are "Nike'd" from head to toe 
and for whom Michael Jordan is an airborne god or questioning such ventures 
as the Gulf War of 1991 among students with military relatives ordered to the 
front in Iraq. Coming to critical literacy is a rather unpredictable and even con
tentious process filled with surprises, resistances, breakthroughs, and reversals 

1996). It's no easy or open road for a number of reasons that I've been 
defining in various books. The forces that need questioning are very old and 
deeply entrenched, while student experience is remarkably complex, some
times too complicated for the interventions of critical pedagogy in a single se
mester. But, as Horton and Freire (1990) put it, we make the road by walking, 
~ for teachers reporting in this volume, the critical road has produced some 
very interesting results and some still unresolved problems. 

Do Not Walk Gently into That Status Quo: 

Alternative Roads for Development 


Ll\s I've been arguing, critical literacy belongs to Deweyan constructivist edu
which has also been associated with activity theory. As David Russell 
defined it in a masterful essay: 

Activity theory analyzes human behavior and consciousness in terms of 
activity systems: goal-directed, historically situated, cooperative human inter
actions, such as a child's attempt to reach an out-of-reach toy, ajob interview, 
a "date," a social club, a classroom, a diScipline, a profession, an institution, 

mailto:Qonaid~L~j~~~�;:::fi!~EM!�~~}~i~~.Mq~~~,&~h~~d~QhrR@n
http:exploi..tatinn.J:lLa.dj
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a political movement, and so on. The activity system is the basic unit of analy
sis for both cultures' and individuals' psychological and social processes.... 
Activity systems are historically developed, mediated by tools, dialectically 
structured, analyzed as the relationship of participants and tools, and changed 
through zones ofproximal development. (54-55) 

Activity theory in general, and the "zone of proximal development" specifi
cally, derive from cognitivist Lev Vygotsky (1962, ] 978), who proposed that 
such zones exist when a less developed individual or student interacts with a 
more advanced person or teacher, allowing the student to achieve things not 
possible when acting on her or his own. The relationship with the more devel
oped person pulls the less developed one forward, a dynamic similar to the cur
riculum Dewey described that began from student experience and was struc
tured forward into organized reflective knowledge of the kind teachers have. In 
posing experience as the starting point of a reflective process, Dewey asked, 
"What is the place and meaning of subject-matter and of organization within 
experience? How does subject-matter function? Is there anything inherent in . 
experience which tends towards progressive organization of its contents?" 
([1938] 1963, 19). 

A critical writing class is a zone where teachers invite students to move 
into deepening interrogations of knowledge in its global contexts. The main 
differences between critical literacy as I propose it here and Vygotsky's zone 
of proximal development are first that critical literacy is an activity that recon
structs and develops all parties involved, pulling teachers forward as well as 
students (whereas Vygotsky focused on student development), and second that 
dissident politics is foregrounded in a critical literacy program, inviting demo
cratic relations in class and democratic action outside class (whereas Vygotsky 
did not foreground power relations as the social context for learning). I want 
here to emphasize the mutual and dissident orientations of critical literacy's 
zone compared to the ZPD of Vygotsky. Again, one departure is that all 
participants in a critical process become redeveloped as democratic agents and 
social critics. Critical teaching is not a one-way development, not "something 
done for students or to them" for their own good (Freire 1989,34). It's not a 
paternal campaign of clever teachers against defenseless students. Rather, a 
critical process is driven and justified by mutuality. This ethic of mutual devel
opment can be thought of as a Freirean addition to the Vygotskian zone. By 
inviting students to develop critical thought and action on various subject mat
ters, the teacher herself develops as a critical-democratic educator who be
comes more informed of the nee~s, conditions, speech habits, and perceptions 
of the students, from which knowledge she designs activities and integrates her 
special expertise. Besides learning in-process how to design a course for the 
students, the critical teacher also learns how to design the course with the stu
dents (cogovernance)_, A mutuallearning.Q.rocess develops the teacher's demo

~"~-,"" ""'""""''''_'''''''__''''-''"''''''''-''?l__,_.... ..;., •.,.:..\.' ''"'',,,, ." •• ,_,_',_ ,-",.'-'-~~'" 

cratic C0Il1p~t~n£~inp~g9Jiatin&,!h<;Lg!!II:ig!:ll!!m.~nd in sharing power. Overall, 
__-"'_""""""N"~ ,,' -_., ,--" ' '_. ," ,. ~~·""· __ '_··'·'·"~"''''~''''''('''''''V_"''''· ~ 
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~n, regardiIl£ the Fregean a(lgiti.2!!.JQ..1h~p.!§J5.i~Hl_~, th~_n:t.:~~!!.de.::.. Lt. 
veloRl!!~Qt~lbi'2.£91!,~!£l:!Sts ~,!~L<!~~~~~!!!Q2!lll~,§~~g~ItJ§,dm9J!J!,£ffi~ia~ ~~- 7fC 
~~_~g!l£~t,~}hJ~."2Jft9j.&J,t;)1l,fb~L~JJll~,,i!1§<:> ..g~t!im~.~~s~!~5!J?I.eac~_~~:: 
and by .the teacher. 
-'-Thoughh~h.i.ghiighted mutuality in his two foundational works, Freire 
(1970, 1973) was not a libertarian educator of the "Summerhill" kind. He be

"""""'~,~~_0-~~.~,'~ 

li~~!?dill!igQ!"MJ!'.§!Jll~For Freire, critical education as a group process 

was neither permissive nor agnostic (Shor and Freire 1987,75-96). That on 

me one hand, students and teachers were not free to do whatever they wanted 

whenever they wanted, and on the other hand, the conceptual knowledge of the 

Eacher was not denied but rather posed as a necessary element. The teacher 

must be expert and knowledgeable to be a responsible critical-democratic 

educator, Freire thought. 


Yet, teacher knowledge and authority could als.o con.tradict dialogue and 
destroYIDUtuaIity' in ihls'ciliIcaI p~oceSs.'A-~~~tral pr~bi~~l"fo"f'Frefrean-' 
:;aIliy'isho;';';'andwhen'a~ieacher'sho~i~f;;se authority and expertise to pro

mi()te rather than to silence student agency. Saying too much or too little too 
or too late can damage the group process. The problem of adjusting to di

practice is complicated because students and teachers have already been 
socialized by prior "banking" models, that is, one-way teacher talk and 

'.mneg()U2lble syllabi. Critical literacy has to develop mutual inquiry in a field 
,i!:f!re<l:CY crowded with anticritical monologue. No wonder, then, that in Freire's 

ircJ,!!."::,.the..,firsLproblem.oi,,e;Qgf"Ji9n was. r~concilin& the ~ 
~~1~~1£Qg!.2myJ1970, 57-60). Freire (1973Ycomplalned;;;iy ~onthat-;Zm;: 

educators were themselves too often poor practitioners of dialogue 
too infected with the old habits of one-way communication: 

A major problem in setting up the program is instructing the teams of co· 

ordinators, Teaching the purely technical aspects of the procedure is not diffi

cult. The difficulty lies rather in the creation of a new attitude-that of dia

logue, so absent in our upbringing and education. (52; see also Shor [1 992b, 

85-111]) 


b~i~~..~.4~!!l()£tl'!!If .. allJ!12ti!X...i~..t1....t~~~~r~s.~E~!!~Ilg~...i.Il_~L<!i~~~i~~~~~=-
~re i.salso theoJ?E2§!te dileJ:I:lIl1a,. th~ti.s,()(t~t!t~~R~I;.!19,t",1l~YiI1g 
~tl1ority. In some cases, the lack of authority interferes with a teacher's 

to initiate a critical and power-sharing process. On the one hand, there 
srooms where some students' disruptive behavior overwhelms other 
and. the teacher's authority, making control the issue instead of power 
On the other hand, the authority teachers bring to class varies accord

me teacher's gender, race, age, condition of employment (full- or part
physical stature and ability, regional location, grade level, discipline or 
matter, type of institution (elite or mass), and other factors. Similarly, 
'ents' varying ages, genders, races, classes, ethnicities, and so forth, 
affect their authority as well as that of the teacher. Students who develop 

http:th~_n:t.:~~!!.de
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socially subordinate identities can possess too little authority for them to join 
an unfamiliar critical process. Put simply, there is no universal teacher author

empowered in front of standard students. Teachers, students, and 
settings differ. The same teacher can have more authority in one class and less 
in another beql.Use few classes are alike. In sum, difference in an unequal soci

0 ty means that teachers possess uneven authority when they address students. 
/( 	 ~onsequ~nt~y, while all teachers .need ~o establish thei~ autho~ity in class, so~e 
; 	 are at a dIstmct advantage both m takmg charge and m sharmg power: WhIte 

males who are tall, older, full-time, long-employed, and able-bodied generally 
have the most authority, though teachers of color tend to have more authority 

than w9!t.~s i!linQC;:X::.Q,ty_~hQQl$..:withJ!l!!19~itX.p'~p~l<ltil:lnL ..--- .. ~ 
@e~;,:~}ff~ls;::!l,~~~G.ompli<;:,~~~.!he !llu~lI:~L~tI11(; of criticallite.ri1cYAne risk 

and difficulty of democratizing education should be apparent to those who read 
these lines or to those who have attempted critical literacy, perhaps encounter
ing the awkward position of distributing authority to students who often do not 
want it or know how to use it Still, the long history of this mutual ethic makes 
it a landmark responsibility of democratic teachers. Mutuality certainly goes 
back to Dewey ([ 1938] 1963), who was preoccupied with the cooperative de
velopment of social feeling and with the democratic involvement of students: 

There is, I think, no point in the philosophy of progressive education which is 
sounder than its emphasis upon the importance of the participation of the 
learner in the formation of the purposes which direct his activities in the learn
ing process, just as there is no defect in traditional education greater than its 
failure to secure the active cooperation of the pupil in construction of the pur

poses involved in his studying. (67) 

Dewey saw cooperative relations central to democratic education and society. 
To him, any social situation where people could not consult, collaborate, or 
negotiate was an activity of slaves rather than of free people. Freedom and lib
erty are high-profile "god-words" in American life, but, traditionally, teachers 
are trained and rewarded as unilateral authorities who transmit expert skills 
and information, who not only take charge but stay in charge. At the same time, 
students are trained to be authority-dependent, waiting to be told what things 
mean and what to do, an alienating position that encourages passive-aggressive 
submission and sabotage. 

In this difficult project, I knew Freire as an optimist aware of the limits. His 
was a pedagogy of hope that saw critical action bringing the future to life in the 
present (Shor and Freire 1987, 184-87). Before Freire, Dewey was himself 
optimistically focused on pragmatic "agencies for doing" ([1916] 1966, 38). 
Dewey proposed that a curriculum must have "the intention of improving the 
life we live in common so that the future shall be better than the past" 
As did Freire, he recognized the power embedded in the ordinary to impede 
change as well as to promote it. Dewey even quantified this everyday 
with a metaphor by saying that "An ounce of experience is better than a ton 
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certainly a strong statement for this man of sober words.QnbL 

etion-based theOrIzmg as 
The notion of praxis-reflective action-works off the difference be-

theorizing practice and theorizing Consider the phrase "theoriz
practice" and how it can be reversed to "practicing theory." This is what 

meant to Freire: a close relationship between words and action, between 
symbolic and the concrete-theorizing practice/practicing theory. If we try 
linguistic reversal with the phrase "theorizing theory," we lose praxis; we 

up with the same phrase we began with-"theorizing theory"-because 
participle and the noun in that phrase have the same root, referring to the 

thing, theory alone, words without the world (as Freire might have said). 
and staying in theory keeps the word and the world abstractly apart, 

discourse into a "conceptual ballet" or "dance of the concepts," as 
called it (Shor and Freire 1987, 147).lli.j!ullit~1lf~<!~c:.lifu.~.!!:!.~"!p_<?'r.,L 

~~L~(:li~c01:!r..~~?_t~~.,~()!~m~!ig.~.,.!!:!~.,.~~~J5~r, I;'~Rn~~~I1.~,~.~ However, from 
and from Dewey before him, the praxis of critical literacy involves lan
in and for action beginning from the everyday words and knowledge stu
bring to class, an approach shared with expressivism (see Elbow [1991] 
students' need to use their own language for writing development). 

Praxis that begins from student themes and connects to the global evolves 
I have called "the third idiom," that is, a local critical discourse synthe
in the immediate zone for the purposes undertaken there, different from 

very day language ofstudents and from the academic language of the 
(Shor 1992, 169-99). The emergence of a situated third idiom indi

that some of the power conflicts between students and teacher are being 
through. In this regard, Patricia Bizzell's forthcoming work in "hybrid 

is very helpful in identifying new idioms as egalitarian options to 
academic discourse. 

Working Through the Writing Class 
have argued, discourse in general, education in particular, and literacy 

specifically are for making self in society. Kenneth Burke's 
notion oflanguage as symbolic action not only defined discourse as a ma

in history, but also that language is "suasive," that is, a force that so
individuals to develop one way or another. On the one hand, we make 

in the world according to the way we learn to think and talk about so
our place in it. On the other hand, however, thought, language, and ac
ever fully under control, never fully determined by the status quo. The 
to determinism is the potential for alternative agency; we can speak and 
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act critically to change ourselves and the world. We can critique the way things 
are, imagine alternatives, hypothesize ways to get there, act from these plans, 
evaluate and adjust our actions. Consider Dewey's problem-solving method 
([1933] 1971a); Stephen Brookfield's (1987) social theory of critical thinking; 
and Freire's connection to Gramsci and activist adult education (Mayo 1994), 
which suggest the potential of critical discourse for alternative growth. 

Because critical writing classes propose social and personal alternatives to 
the status quo, the stakes are high. Why else would so much controlling regu
lation and administration be directed at writing and reading practices in school 
and society? Power is obviously involved in the "sponsorship of literacy," as 

Deborah Brandt (1998) wrote: 

everybody's literacy practices are operating in differential economies, which 
supply different access routes, different degrees of sponsoring power, and dif
ferent scales of monetary worth to the practices in use. In fact, the interviews 
I conducted are filled with examples of how economic and politi!;:al forces, 
some of them originating in quite distant corporate and government policies, 
affect people's day-to-day ability to seek out and practice literacy. (172) 

The power issues specifically circulating in language education were described 
like this by John Rouse (1979): 

language learning is the process by which a child comes to acquire a specific 
social identity. What kind of person should we help bring into being? ... 
[E]very vested interest in the community is concerned with what is to happen 
during those years, with how language training is to be organized and evalu
ated, for the continued survival of any power structure requires the production 
of certain personality types. The making of an English program becomes, 
then, not simply an educational venture but a political act. (I) 

Rouse noted that a writing program can help produce people "acceptable to 
those who would maintain things as they are, who already have power," which 
Dick Ohmann ([ 1976] 1996, 1987) saw as the official function of composition. 
Ohmann and Rouse anticipated Jim Berlin's idea that when we teach writing we 
are teaching a version ofthe world and the students' places in it. Berlin (1996) 
said that a curriculum 

is a device for encouraging the production of a certain kind of graduate, in ef
fect, a certain kind of person. In directing what courses will be taken in what 
order, the curriculum undertakes the creation of consciousness. The curricu
lum does not do this on its own, free of outside influence. It instead occupies 
a position between the conditions of the larger society it is serving-the 
economic, political, and cultural sectors-and the work of teacher-scholars 
within the institution. (17) 

Berlin's orientation was concretely tied to a pedagogy for critical conscious
ness by Tom Fox (1993), who proposed a composition class that 
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interrogates cultural and political commonplaces ... refuses to repeat cliched 
explanations for poverty, racism, sexism, homophobia ... explores and em
bodies conflicts ... critiques institutional inequities, especially in the imme
diate context of the classroom, the writing program, the department, the uni
versity, but also in the institutions that have played an important role in 
students' lives ... demonstrates successful practices of resistance, that seeks 
historical evidence for possibilities and promise ... self-consciously explores 
the workings of its own rhetoric ... and seeks to reduce the deafening vio
lence of inequality. (43-44) 

"mile Fox stipulated goals for questioning the status quo, Robert Brooke 
(987) defined writing per se as an act of resistance: 

[Writing] necessarily involves standing outside the roles and beliefs offered 
by a social situation-it involves questioning them, searching for new con
nections, building ideas that may be in conflict with accepted ways of think
ing and acting. Writing involves being able to challenge one's assigned roles 
long enough that one can think originally; it involves living in conflict with 
accepted (expected) thought and action. (141) 

~ intelligent argument that writing itself was . 
'\!\l:® divergent thinking. Still, I doubt this direct link of composmg with resist


Some kinds of writing and pedagogy consciously disconfirm the status 

but not composing and instruction in general. Think of all the books writ


D from and for the status quo. Further, it is also easy to find composition 
'd:l!sses that reflect traditional values and encourage status quo writing ("current
~tional rhetoric"; see Ohmann [(1976) 1996] as well as Crowley [1996]). 
IFJimlan beings are certainly active when writing, and all action involve~ devel- _ 
,~""nt and agency of some kin..cl.J2.I.J.t ~l!&e..ncy or development is critical. 
'If;.;&;JtU;';i:11 agency and writing are self-conscious positions of questioning the 

quo and imagining alternative arrangements for self and society (Brook
1987). 

This perspective on literacy for questioning society is markedly different 
Erika Lindemann's (1995) definition of writing as "a process of commu

dilf"",""",,'VH that uses a conventional graphic system to convey a message to a 
(11). From a different point of view than Lindemann's rhetorical func

Louise Phelps (1988) acknowledged writing as a rich cultural activ
t a set of basic skills: "the potential for composing becomes the principle 

... and especially the critical spirit" (67), echoing Brooke above 
dorsing Shirley Brice Heath's (1983) idea of writing as a complex social 

Phelps also embraced Ann Berthoff's (1981) notion, which was taken 
well by Knoblauch and Brannon (1984) and John Mayher (1990), that 

is an act of making meaning for self and for others" (70). Related to 
theory and to cultural context, Marilyn Cooper and Michael Holtzman 

proposed that "Writing is a form of social action. It is part of the way in 
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which some people live in the world. Thus, when thinking about writing, we 
must also think about the way that people live in the world" (xii). They reflected 
Brian Street's (1984) and Harvey Graff's (1987) arguments that all language 
use is socially situated, against what Street called the myth of autonomous lit
eracy, that is, language use falsely posed as techniques independent of social 
context. One of the more complex and ambitious efforts to place language 
learning in a social context is the community literacy project organized by 
Linda Flower, which seeks an "alternative discourse" for "social change, ... in
tercultural conversation, ... new strategies for decision making, ... [and] in
quiry" (Peck, Flower, and Higgins 1995, 205; Flower 1998). 

The social context and making-of-meaning schools ofliteracy go back not 
only to Vygotsky's activity theory but also to Dewey's definition of"education" 
as increasing the ability to perceive and act on meaning in one's society (Dewey 
[1916] 1966, 76ff). ~~~~el.2t~g.~u-,~ation-was.to_ad:'l~ stude!!!§' 
~bility to understand, arJ!£.~~~!¥!41l:g!j:i~mocraticaUyjItth(*.!Social ex~

~ ences. This definition of education as meaning-making social aG.l.ion prefigures 
! jle"epiStelnic approach to composition, which Kenneth Dowst (1980) described 

as "the activity of making some sense out of an extremely complex set of per
sonal perceptions and experiences of an infinitely complex world .... A writer 
(or other language-user), in a sense, composes the world in which he or she 
lives" (66). Maxine Hairston (1992b) also featured the epistemic nature of 
"writing as a way of learning" (reiterating Brooke's ideal that writing per se is 
critical): "Writing helps us absorb new information ... discover new informa
tion ... [and] promotes critical thinking" (1). 

Berlin, Ohmann, and Fox would agree with the epistemic definition of 
writing as a way of making meaning, but they distinguish their critical position 
by foregrounding and historicizing the power relations at any site where mean
ing is made. Speci!Yil!lL!!!~_£<?gtiq~LfQr.£esj!l~anY. [hetQI:i£,,!!§~tt!l!g is a key 
~gJl.Qr§:.Lt.i£~!.. E!~!~sy) ..§.ep~<l!in.g.iLtrQIn other .Yilfiting~l()~l~l'l!IlJ?!2E2::. 

( 

nents andepistemic rhetoricians. Critical literacy, then, is a discourse that fore

gr;;;~d~~;;d'questlC;~sp~\Ver r~iations; such a discourse was called "social

epistemic rhetoric" by Berlin (1988, 1996). Foregrounding and questioning 

the ideologies in any setting links critical educators who may be feminists, 
multiculturalists, queer theorists, or neo-Marxists. These various dissident ap
proaches expose and disconfirm dominant ideologies in the rhetorical settings 
that construct self in society. Because there are multiple ideologies informing 
dominant culture and converging in experience (for example, male supremacy, 
white supremacy, corporate supremacy, heterosexism), the positions or identi
ties for contesting the status quo also need to be appropriately multiple. Criti
cal literacy not only embraces and examines identity differences but also 
knowledgesthat every difference will be used against us in a society where an 
elite minority maintains power by a divide-and-conquer strategy, among 

mechanisms. 

wnat 1S cntIcal LIteracy! 1::1 

Identity, Difference, and Power: 
Literacy in Contact Zones 

literacy classes focused on difference have also been construed as 
zones" by Mary Louise Pratt (1991): "social spaces where cultures 

clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmet
relations of power ... " (34). Pratt proposed rhetorical arts in a critical 

to explore difference and resist dominant culture, including two use
alternatives to mimicking elite discourse in writing classes. These two al

for producing texts offer students and teachers options to assimilat
uncritically into academic discourse: 

Autoethnography: a text in which people undertake to describe themselves \ 

in ways that engage with representations others have made of them. . .. \ 


Transculturation: the processes whereby members of subordinated or mar

) 
\ginal groups select and invent from materials transmitted by a dominant or 


metropolitan culture .... While subordinate peoples do not usually control 

what emanates from the dominant culture, they do determine to varying ex

lents what gets absorbed into their own and what it gets used for. (35, 36) 


literate practices ask students to take critical postures toward their own 

uses as well as toward the discourses dominating school and society. 


from Pratt's contact zone theory, we can extract and summarize more 

that questions power relations and encourages critical literacy: 

~ 
the class to include "safe houses" (group caucuses within \ 

larger class where marginalized "others" can develop autonomous J 

I 
Iwith the Offer exercises in oral and written storytelling and in I 

interests, histories, and attitudes of "others." i 
special attention to the rhetorical techniques of parody, comparison, 

critique so as to strengthen students' abilities to resist their immersion 
L"e literate products of the dominant eulture. 

nlnrp suppressed aspects of history (what Foucault referred to as "dis
or "unqualified" narratives relating popular resistance). 

ground rules for communication across differences and in the midst 
c:u~ting hierarchies of 

systematic studies of cultural mediation, or how cultural material is 

~;d:l!.Celj, distributed, received, and used. 


Plrau enumerated other "critical arts" of the contact zone that could en
~ rhetoric of resistance: doing imaginary dialogues to develop student 

CT"--atediverse subjectivities in history, writing in multiple dialects 
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and idioms to avoid privileging one dominant form, and addressing diverse 
audiences with discourses of resistance to invite students to imagine them
selves speaking to empowered and disempowered groups both. Pratt's contact 
zone approach has been extensively developed for writing classes by Patricia 
Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg (1996). In general, contact zone theory has a 
friendly fit with the critical literacy I defined elsewhere as 

Habits of thought, reading, writing, and speaking which go beneath surface 
meaning, first impressions, dominant myths, official pronouncements, tradi
tional cliches, received wisdom, and mere opinions, to understand the deep 
meaning, root causes, social context, ideology, and personal consequences 
of any action, event, object, process, organization, experience, text, subject 
matter, policy, mass media, or discourse. (1992b, 129) 

My definition is also consistent with Aronowitz and Giroux's (I 985) notion that 

critical literacy would make clear the connection between kn<lwledge and 
power. It would present knowledge as a social construction linked to norms 
and values, and it would demonstrate modes of critique that illuminate how, 
in some cases, knowledge serves very specific economic, political, and social 
interests. Moreover, critical literacy would function as a theoretical tool to 
help students and others develop a critical relationship to their own knowl
edge. (132) 

With this kind of literacy, students "learn how to read the world and their lives 
critically and relatedly ... and, most important, it points to forms of social ac
tion and collective struggle" (132). This activist agenda was also central to Joe 
Kretovics' (1985) definition: 

Critical literacy ... points to providing students not merely with functional 
skills, but with the conceptual tools necessary to critique and engage society 
along with its inequalities and injustices. Furthermore, critical literacy can 
stress the need for students to develop a collective vision of what it might be 
like to live in the best of all societies and how such a vision might be made 
practical. (51) 

Critical Literacy and Visions for Cbange 
Envisioning and realizing change were key goals of Freire's literacy teams 
Brazil before they were destroyed by the military coup of April 1964. 

From the beginning, we rejected ... a purely mechanistic literacy program 
and considered the problem of teaching adults how to read in relation to the 
awakening of their consciousness .... We wanted a literacy program which 
would be an introduction to the democratization of culture, a program with 
human beings as its subjects rather than as patient recipients, a program which 
itself would be an act of creation, capable of releasing other creative acts, one 
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in which students would develop the impatience and vivacity which charac
terize search and invention. (Freire 1973,43) 

method included trisyllabic exercises for decoding and encoding. Even 
this project had explicit political intentions, Freire's culture circles de
a practical pedagogy focused on writing, reading, and dialogue, not on 

lectures. Freire thus developed pragmatic "agencies for doing," to use 
phrase. The students' literacy skills emerged through concrete exer

on generative themes displayed in drawings, or "codifications," from their 
(Dewey's vital subject matter as the context for developing language abil

Freire's much-read reports of dialogic pedagogy for illiterate Brazilian 
and workers offer an instructive comparison to the inspiring literacy 
of Mike Rose (1990), who chronicled his life and work among basfc~ 

at UCLA and elsewhere. Rose, based at a high-profile campus domi
by academic discourse, developed and taught a rhetorical form of criti

'acy: "framing an argument or taking someone else's argument apart, 
~lil<ltically inspecting a document, an Issue, or an event, synthesizing dif

points of view, applying theory to disparate phenomena ... comparing, 
ilesizin~, analyzing ... summarizing, classifying ... " (188, 194; 1315). 

of critical literacy echoes JI1i.na.S,haugh~.§§.i..~ (1 972tearlieL. \L 
:mng rhetoric_a[habituo_hasj~.JYJ:ite!§. By naming these literate 7"{:: 

and by asking students to learn them through complex cases drawn from { 
the CUrriculum, Rose responded to the academic needs of basic writers 

In Freire's case, even before he became secretary ofeducation for the 
Sao Paulo in 1989 and responsible for an impoverished school system 

seven hundred thousand students, he too proposed that standard forms 
to nonelite Brazilian students in the context of democratizing schools 

mtegrating the themes of their lives: 

hnally, teachers have to say to students, Look, in spite of being beautiful, this 
'ii\lay you speak also includes the question of power. Because of the political 
jfIFOblertl of power, you need to learn how to command the dominant language, 

order for you to survive in the struggle to transforrn society. (Shor and 
1981,73) 

argument for teaching standard usage to black youth has been taken 
:mlOus!y by Lisa Delpit, who also produced a special anthology defend-

in the classroom (The Real Ebonies Debate, with coeditor Theresa 
'ch includes an essay by Geneva Smitherman, the longtime propo

using African American English in writing and teaching. A bidialectal 
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or contrastive rhetoric approach is being suggested here, for honoring and us
ing the students' community language while also studying Standard English. 
However, for Freire, standard usage, rhetorical forms, and academic discourse 
make democratic sense only when taught in a critical curriculum explicitly pos
ing problems about experience and power. In such a program, clearly against 
inequality, many tools and resources can be useful, including standard usage, 
bidialectalism, bilingualism, contrastive translations of texts from community 
language into academic discourse, and so on. In a critical program, the teach
ing of standard form is thus embedded in a thematic curriculum oriented to
ward social questioning for democratic development. By themselves, taught 
in a curriculum that emphasizes isolated skills and rhetorical forms, academic 
discourse and Standard English are certainly not democratic roads to critical 
consciousness or oppositional politics, as Pat Bizzell (1992) recognized after 
her long attempt to connect the teaching of formal technique with the develop

ment of socia};;rjtique'-_N"~~ 
Anotherloppositional approac merging technique and critique is Gerald 

Every educator, then, orients students toward certain values, actions, and 
with implications for the kind of society and people these behaviors 

produce. This inevitable involvement of education with values was called 
by Jerome Bruner (1986): 

the medium of exchange in which education is conducted-language-can 
never be neutraL ... [l]t imposes a point of view not only about the world to 
which it refers but toward the use of mind in respect of this world. Language 
necessarily imposes a perspective in which things are viewed and a stance to
ward what we view.... I do not for a minute believe that one can teach even 
mathematics or physics without transmitting a sense of stance toward nature 
and toward the use of the mind.... The idea that any humanistic subject can 
be taught without revealing one's stance toward matters of human pith and 
substance is, of course, nonsense .... [T]he language of education, if it is to 
be an invitation to reflection and culture creating, cannot be the so-called un
contaminated language offact and "objectivity." (121, 128,129) 

Graff's (1992) "teach the conflicts" method, which has been developed thought
fully for writing classes by Don Lazere Chapter 16 in this book). Lazere 
provides rhetorical frameworks to students for analyzing ideologies in compet
ing texts and media sources. The specific rhetorical techniques serve social 
tique here, insofar as the curriculum invites students to develop ideological 
phistication in a society that mystifies politicS, a society in fact where 
has become a repulsive "devil-word." Lazere uses problem posing at the 
oftopical and academic themes (social issues chosen by the teacher and 
ject matters taken from expert bodies of knowledge and then posed to 
as questions) rather than generative themes (materials taken from student 
perience and language). (See Shor 1992b, 2-5, 46-48,73-84.) My 
and Freirean preference is to situate critical literacy in student discourse 
perceptions as the starting points, but the "teach the conflicts" method of 
and Lazere is indeed a critical approach worthy of study, especially because 
teaches us a way to pose academic subject matters as complex problems, 
tions, and exercises rather than to merely lecture them to students. 

Merging the study of formal technique with social critique is not . 
as the following chapters show, but this project is no more and no less 
cal" than any other kind of literacy program. The claim of critical literacy 
that no pedagogy is neutral, no learning process is value-free, no 
avoids ideology and power relations. To teach is to encourage human beings 
develop in one direction or another. In fostering student development, 
teacher chooses some subject matters, some ways of knowing, and some 
of speaking and relating instead of others. These choices orient students to 
the world and their proper place in society. Burke (1966) put it like this: "I 
it for granted that any selection of terms used for explanatory.purposes in 

fect, a 'point of view'" (vii). 

Also denying the neutrality of language and learning, poet Adrienne Rich 
said of her work in the Open Admissions experiment at the City Uni
of New York that "My daily life as a teacher confronts me with young 
d women who had language and literature used against them, to keep 

in their place, to mystify, to bully, to make them feel powerless" (61). 
her tribute to the cultural democracy of Open Admissions by con

the writing of words to the changing of worlds: 

1 {L]anguage is power and ... those who suffer from injustice most are the least 

to articulate their suffering .... [T]he silent majority, if released into lan


would not be content with a perpetuation of the conditions which have 

r~",~a.)'''''' them. But this notion hangs on a special conception of what it means 

00 be released into language: not simply learning the jargon of an elite, fitting 

maexceptionably into the status quo, but learning that language can be used as 


s for changing reality. (67-68) 
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The in this volume show some teachers' efforts to avoid fitting stu
dents quietly into the status quo. We can see in these reports attempts to invent 
what Dick Ohmann (1987) referred to as a "literacy-from-below" that ques
tions the way things are and imagines alternatives, so that the word and the 
world may yet install a dream of social justice, bringing to life what Paulo Freire 
called the power not yet in power. 
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